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Providing safe water for Detroit
Public Schools students

Nearly 60 schools in Michigan's largest
school district have drinking water
contaminated with unsafe levels of lead
and copper. See how DTE Energy and the
city came together to ensure that Detroit
Public Schools will have a safe, permanent
supply of drinking water. 

Bald eagle and bat
habitats get a home
makeover

More than 30 DTE Energy
employees donated their time and
skills at the Howell Nature Center in
Livingston County to improve the
eagle habitat and create a bat house
among other improvements.

Meaningful work, serious 
pay cured summertime 
blues for Michigan youth

On their way to starting careers,
countless students have endured
summer internships hyped as job
experience but instead became a
slog of opening mail, filing,
answering phones and waiting
around. Not so at DTE Energy where
this summer more than 1,000 college
and high school students went to
work.

DTE cutting methane
greenhouse gas emissions by
80 percent  

Last year DTE Energy made an industry-

leading commitment to reduce carbon
emissions by more than 80 percent,
largely by decreasing greenhouse gas
emissions from its coal-fired electric
generation plants. The company is now
emerging as an industry leader in reducing
emissions of another greenhouse gas -
methane - by more than 80 percent.

Fall into winter fun
with DTE Energy

The trees have turned and the temps are
dropping but there's no cooling off the fun
at with the exciting free events at across
the state. From Brownstown to Escanaba,
don't miss out on all the fun - there's
always something to celebrate.

DTE honored for sustainable
supply chain leadership

The Electric Utility Industry Sustainable
Supply Chain Alliance recently named
DTE its member of the year. The Alliance
is a group of electric utilities working
together to develop a greener supply chain
for the industry.
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